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Abstract. Interaction protocol verification has been in recent years intensively
investigated within and outside multi-agent research. Many techniques and
models have been proposed based on a number of assumptions and choices,
among which are the kind of knowledge available and the kind of properties
that are subject of verification.

We focus on interaction protocol verification in open multi-agent systems,
where the internal architecture of the individual agents is not known a-priori.
In such a setting, while it is not possible to predict the behaviour of individual
agents, it is still possible to approach the interaction verification problem either
by assuming that agents will indeed comply to the protocols, thus focussing on
the study of properties of the interaction protocols, or by assuming that the
agent behaviour, if not predictable, is at least observable, and then focussing
on the run-time verification of compliant behaviour of interacting agents by
reasoning on the messages they exchange with each other.

In this article, we build on previous work on logic-based specification and

run-time verification of protocol compliance, and we extend the SOCS social

framework towards verification of protocol properties. In doing so, we pro-

pose a unified formal and computational framework based on abductive logic

programming which can be used to (i) design and specify interaction proto-

cols that provably exhibit desirable properties and (ii) verify, at run-time, that

agent interaction actually complies to the specified interaction protocols.
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1 Introduction

Verification is a critical step of software development. In its broader understanding,
software verification is a process aimed at proving that, given some specifications,
some properties hold. Such properties are generally divided into safety properties
and liveness properties [Lamport, 1983], the former indicating that some undesired
condition will not occur during the lifetime of a system, the latter that some desired
condition will instead hold at some point. It is easy to find many examples of such
properties, spanning from termination properties (like deadlock or loop safety) to
security properties, involving disclosure of sensible data, to fairness properties like
absence of starvation.

In recent years the attention of many researchers has focussed on multi-agent
systems as a powerful and intuitive metaphor to model many aspects of distributed
intelligent computation. Alongside the evolution and growth of multi-agent technol-
ogy and its application to ever more complex scenarios, the problem of verification
of multi-agent systems is faced with new challenges, involving new aspects whose
correctness has to be verified.

Agent interaction verification is one such aspect which has been intensively stud-
ied under many perspectives. Among them we cite the application of temporal logic
of knowledge to the formal verification of security protocols [Dixon et al., 2004a;
Dixon et al., 2004b], work done on verification of epistemic properties via bounded
and unbounded model checking [Kacprzak et al., 2004; Raimondi and Lomuscio,
2004], verification of properties that hold if protocols are followed correctly or not
[Lomuscio and Sergot, 2002], and translation of protocol insecurity problems into
logic programming [Armando et al., 2004].

In our work, we approach agent interaction verification from the perspective of
an open environment, in which it is not possible to make any assumption on the
nature and architecture of the autonomous agents interacting together. We assume
instead that agents interact with each other by exchanging messages. In such an
open system, a possible way for agents to engage in a conversation could be to
choose some pre-defined patterns of interaction, i.e., protocols. If we assume that
such protocols are formally defined in some way outside of the agents, there are two
kinds of verification that we can consider. In the first place, we could start from
the assumption that agents do behave according to such formally defined protocols.
Protocols then become in a way a specification of the (externally observable) be-
haviour of agents. In this case, it would be important to verify if the specifications
of protocols are such that some (safety or liveness) properties hold in case of com-



pliant behaviour of the interacting parties. We call this approach static verification
of protocol properties.

We can also follow a different approach. We could drop the assumption that
agents behave according to the protocol specification, but we assume that their
exchanged messages are externally observable. In that case, the agent messages
become events which are the object itself of verification. This can be done based on
a collection of past events (exchanged messages), or at run-time, as agents interact
with each other. We call this approach dynamic or on-the-fly verification of protocol
compliance.

This work aims at integrating these two aspects of interaction verification into a
unified framework. Ultimately, we aim to provide a formal machinery that can be
used to

i (statically) design protocols that exhibit some desired properties and prevent
some undesired condition to occur, under the assumption that agents do com-
ply to the protocols, and

ii (dynamically) verify that agents are indeed complying to them.

In doing this, we build on previous work, in which we have proposed a formalism,
called Social Integrity Constraints (icS) [Alberti et al., 2004b], that can be used to
specify agent interaction protocols. We used icS to model several kinds of protocols,
ranging from low-level inter-process communication protocols such as the TCP-IP,
to human-to-human interaction protocols based on e-mail exchange, including well
known e-commerce protocols such as the NetBill and the English Auction protocols,
and public key authentication protocols such as the Needham-Schroeder.

icS are the distinguishing feature of the SOCS social model, which together
with the SCIFF [Alberti et al., 2003b] proof-procedure represents the main building
blocks of the SOCS social framework. In such a framework, SCIFF can be used to
verify whether a collection of messages exchanged by agents conforms to a protocol
specified through icS .

In this work, we extend the SCIFF procedure in the direction of static verification
of protocol properties. By doing so, we integrate the two aforementioned approaches
by proposing a single formalism based on icS to specify agent interaction and two
different procedures to perform static and dynamic verification.

The kind of properties that we consider for static verification are in general
those that one can formally define by way of logical formulas about socially relevant
events such as messages. The purpose of verification is to define whether, given a
protocol specification and a formula, there exists a possible sequence of events which
is compliant to the protocol and which verifies the formula.

This can be used in different ways. For instance, if the formula is an empty
(always verified) formula, the existence of a compliant sequence of events can be
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read as a proof that the protocol is “well-defined” (i.e., it is not impossible for
agents to comply to it). If the formula represents instead the negation of a desired
property, finding a compliant sequence of events which verifies the formula means
to show that the protocol does not enforce the desired behaviour: for instance, in
the context of a security protocol a compliant sequence of undesired events could be
considered as a proof that the protocol is flawed.

For this purpose, in this article we enhance the SCIFF in the direction of au-
tomatic generation of compliant sequences of events. We discuss the properties of
such new proof-procedure (g−SCIFF) in terms of correctness and guaranteed ter-
mination. Finally, we confront our approach with well-known problems taken from
the literature, namely the NetBill protocol and the Needham-Shroeder protocol. We
take these two protocols as examples of use of the SOCS social framework enhanced
with g−SCIFF, to show the potential of our approach.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give the necessary back-
ground. In Section 3 we describe the g−SCIFF and in Section 4 we discuss the two
case studies. Related work and conclusion follow.

2 Background

Many existing techniques for verification of agent-based behaviour are based on
formal logics, thus providing the clear semantic basis for the verification tasks. A
well-known and widely used approach for automatic analysis of reactive systems is
model checking [Clarke et al., 2000; Merz, 2001]. The inputs to a model checker
are usually a finite state description of the system to be analyzed, and a number of
properties, often expressed as formulas of temporal logic that are expected to hold
of the system. The model checker either confirms that the properties hold or reports
that they are violated. In the latter case, it provides a counterexample: a run that
violates the property. Such a run can provide valuable feedback and points to design
errors. An alternative approach for proving properties is the proof theoretic one,
which relies on the syntactic structure of properties and logic-based specifications.
Usually, a proof is given by contradiction. The main drawback of this approach lies
on the undecidability of first order logic, and its (exponential) complexity.

In the past years, a social framework called SOCS [SOCS-web, ; Alberti et al.,
2004b] has been developed aimed at specifying and verifying agent interaction, with a
special focus on on-the-fly verification of protocol compliance by observation. This is
the problem of deciding whether a pool of agents interacting together are behaving
according to some specified protocols. The SOCS social framework consists of a
social model and of a proof-procedure called SCIFF. In the model, protocols are
specified by way of “Social Integrity Constraints” and based on some additional
information which we call “Social Knowledge”. The idea is to consider the messages
that are being exchanged by the agents and verify if they violate the constraints
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defining the protocols. The SCIFF proof-procedure is used to automatically verify
the compliance of messages to protocols.

On-the-fly verification differs from what we can call “static” verification mainly
because it assumes that a number of social events (messages) is given as an input
to the verifier. Other techniques for static verification instead produce histories of
events as an output, possibly as a counterexample.

This work is aimed at reconciling these two distinct approaches to interaction
verification, proposing the Social Integrity Constraints as a formalism to be used
for both static and for on-the-fly verification of agent interaction. The idea is to
use the SCIFF, suitably extended, to check whether a given property, expressed
as a formula, is a logical consequence of the Social Integrity Constraints of a given
society. For this purpose, we need to equip the proof procedure with the capability
of generating compliant histories. In fact, to state that a property holds in a society
amounts to checking whether the given property holds in all compliant histories.

In this way, we propose the SOCS approach as an alternative, proof-theoretic
approach to interaction verification in a broader sense.

2.1 The SOCS social model

The SOCS social model [Alberti et al., 2004b] was originally conceived to describe
the knowledge about societies of agents in a declarative way. Such knowledge is
mainly composed of two knowledge bases: a static one called SOKB, defining the
society organizational and “normative” elements, and a dynamic one called SEKB,
describing the “socially relevant” events, that have so far occurred. In this paper,
such events will be messages, exchanged by agents. In addition to these two cate-
gories of knowledge, information about social goals is also maintained, while Social
Integrity Constraints (icS) are collected into a set called ICS .

A society may evolve, as new events happen, giving rise to sequence of society
instances, each one characterised by the static components (including SOKB, social
goals and ICS) and the dynamic SEKB (including Happened events, denoted by
functor H, and Expectations, denoted by functors E and EN).

The collection of happened events is the history, HAP, of a society instance.
Events are represented as ground atoms

H(Event [,Time]).

Expectations can be

E(Event [,Time]) EN(Event [,Time])

for, respectively, positive and negative expectations. E is a positive expectation
about an event (the society expects the event to happen) and EN is a negative
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expectation, (the society expects the event not to happen). Explicit negation (¬)
can be applied to expectations.

The arguments of expectation atoms can be non-ground terms. Intuitively, if an
E(X) atom is in the set EXP of expectations generated by the society, it indicates
that an event H(Y ) ∈ HAP which unifies with it, X/Y , is expected. One such event
will be enough to fulfill the expectation: thus, variables in an E atom are always
existentially quantified, with scope the entire set of expectations, whereas the other
variables, that occur only in EN atoms are universally quantified, expressing the
idea that if EN(p(X)) belongs to EXP, then p(X) is expected not to happen for
all possible values of X.

SOKB is a logic program [Lloyd, 1987], i.e., a collection of clauses representing
predicate definitions in which the body can contain expectations and CLP con-
straints [Jaffar and Maher, 1994]. An example of SOKB is shown in Fig. 6 below.
The goal G of the society has the same syntax as the Body of a clause in the SOKB,
and the variables are quantified accordingly.

icS are in the form of implications. We report here the characterizing part of
their syntax:

icS ::= χ → φ
χ ::= (HEvent|Expectation) [∧BodyLiteral]⋆

BodyLiteral ::= HEvent|Expectation|Literal|Constraint
φ ::= HeadDisjunct [ ∨ HeadDisjunct ]⋆|false

HeadDisjunct ::= Expectation [ ∧ (Expectation|Constraint)]⋆

Expectation ::= [¬]E(Event [, T ]) | [¬]EN(Event [, T ])
HEvent ::= [¬]H(Event [, T ])

(1)

Given an icS χ → φ, χ is called the body (or the condition) and φ is called the head
(or the conclusion).

Examples of icS can be found throughout the paper (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 5).

2.2 Declarative Semantics of the SOCS social model

The SOCS social model has been interpreted in terms of Abductive Logic Program-
ming [Kakas et al., 1998], and an abductive semantics has been proposed for it
[Alberti et al., 2003a].

An Abductive Logic Program (ALP, for short) [Kakas et al., 1998] is a triple
〈KB,A, IC〉 where KB is a logic program, (i.e., a set of clauses), A is a set of
predicates that are not defined in KB and that are called abducibles, IC is a set of
formulae called Integrity Constraints. An abductive explanation for a goal G is a set
∆ ⊆ A such that KB ∪ ∆ |= G and KB ∪ ∆ |= IC, for some notion of entailment
|=.

In our social model, the idea is to exploit abduction for defining expected be-
haviour of the agents inhabiting the society, and an abductive proof procedure such
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as the SCIFF to dynamically generate the expectations and perform the compli-
ance check. By “compliance check” we mean the procedure of checking that the icS

are not violated, together with the function of detecting fulfillment and violation of
expectations.

We give semantics to a society instance by defining those sets of expectations
which, together with the society’s knowledge base and the happened events, imply
an instance of the goal—if any—and satisfy the integrity constraints.

The declarative semantics of the SOCS social model relies on the notions of
instance of a society, characterized by the set HAP of happened events. Note that
we assume that such events are always ground.

Definition 1 (Society instance) An instance SHAP of a society S is represented
as an ALP, i.e., a triple 〈P, E , ICS〉 where:

• P is the SOKB of S together with the history of happened events HAP;

• E is the set of abducible predicates, namely E, EN, ¬E, ¬EN;

• ICS are the social integrity constraints of S.

The declarative semantics relies on three-valued completion [Kunen, 1987], and
is based on various levels of consistency.

Definition 2 (ICS-consistency) Given a society instance SHAP, an ICS-consistent
set of social expectations EXP is a set of expectations such that:

Comp(SOKB ∪ EXP ∪ HAP) ∪ CET |= ICS (2)

where the symbol |= is understood as three-valued entailment, Comp stands for
Completion and CET is the Clark Equality Theory.

ICS-consistent sets of expectations could be self-contradictory (e.g., both E(p)
and ¬E(p) may belong to a ICS-consistent set). We will say that a set EXP is
E-consistent if it does not contain both a positive and a negative expectation of the
same event, and that it is ¬-consistent if it does not contain both an expectation
and its explicit negation:

Definition 3 (E-consistency) A set of social expectations EXP is E-consistent
if and only if for each (ground) term p:

{E(p),EN(p)} 6⊆ EXP

Definition 4 (¬-consistency) A set of social expectations EXP is ¬-consistent if
and only if for each (ground) term p:

{E(p),¬E(p)} 6⊆ EXP and {EN(p),¬EN(p)} 6⊆ EXP.
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Given a society instance, a set of expectations is called admissible if and only if
it satisfies Definitions 2, 3 and 4, i.e., if it is ICS-, E- and ¬-consistent.

The generation of expectations provides the ground for verification of compliant
agent behaviour. We identify the notion of compliance with that of fulfillment of
expectations.

Definition 5 (Fulfillment) Given a society instance SHAP, a set of social expec-
tations EXP is fulfilled if and only if for all (ground) terms p:

HAP ∪ EXP ∪ {E(p) → H(p)} ∪ {EN(p) → ¬H(p)} 6² false (3)

Symmetrically, we define violation:

Definition 6 (Violation) Given a society instance SHAP, a set of social expec-
tations EXP is violated if and only if there exists a (ground) term p such that:

HAP ∪ EXP ∪ {E(p) → H(p)} ∪ {EN(p) → ¬H(p)} ² false (4)

Finally, we give the notion of goal achievement.

Definition 7 (Goal achievement) Given an instance of a society, SHAP, and a
ground goal G, we say that G is achieved (and we write SHAP ²EXP G) iff there
exists an admissible and fulfilled set of social expectations EXP, such that:

Comp(SOKB ∪ HAP ∪ EXP) ∪ CET |= G (5)

In such a case, we write:
SHAP |=EXP G

2.3 Operational Framework

The SCIFF proof procedure is inspired to the IFF proof procedure [Fung and Kowal-
ski, 1997]. As well as the IFF, it is based on a transition system, which rewrites a
formula into another one, until no more rewriting transitions can be applied. Each of
the transitions generates one or more children from a node. SCIFF is an extension
of the IFF proof-procedure in that it is designed to cope with (i) universally quan-
tified variables in abducibles, (ii) dynamically incoming events, (iii) consistency,
fulfillment and violations, and (iv) CLP-like constraints.

Each node of the proof procedure is represented by a tuple

T ≡ 〈R, CS, PSIC,PEXP,HAP,FULF,VIOL〉

where
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• R is a conjunction (that replaces the Resolvent in SLD resolution); initially
set to the goal G, the conjuncts can be atoms or disjunctions (of conjunctions
of atoms)

• CS is the constraint store (as in Constraint Logic Programming [Jaffar and
Maher, 1994])

• PSIC is a set of implications, representing partially solved social integrity
constraints

• PEXP is the set of pending expectations

• HAP is the history of happened events

• FULF is a set of fulfilled expectations

• VIOL is a set of violated expectations

2.3.1 Initial Node and Success

A derivation D is a sequence of nodes T0 → T1 → · · · → Tn−1 → Tn. Given a goal
G, a set of integrity constraints ICS , and an initial history HAPi (that is typically
empty) the first node is: T0 ≡ 〈{G}, ∅, ICS , ∅,HAPi, ∅, ∅〉 i.e., the conjunction R is
initially the query (R0 = {G}) and the partially solved integrity constraints PSIC
is the whole set of social integrity constraints (PSIC0 = ICS). The other nodes
Tj , j > 0, are obtained by applying one of the transitions of the proof-procedure,
until no further transition can be applied (we call this last condition quiescence).

Let us now give the definition of successful derivation.

Definition 8 Given an initial history HAPi that evolves toward a final history
HAPf (with HAPf ⊇ HAPi), and a society instance S

HAP
i, there exists a suc-

cessful derivation for a goal G iff the proof tree with root node

〈{G}, ∅, ICS , ∅,HAPi, ∅, ∅〉

has at least one leaf node

〈∅, CS, PSIC,PEXP,HAPf ,FULF, ∅〉

where CS is consistent (i.e., there exists a ground variable assignment such that
all the constraints are satisfied), and PEXP contains only negative literals ¬E and
¬EN.

In such a case, we write:

S
HAP

i ⊢HAP
f

EXP G
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From each non-failure leaf node N , answers can be extracted in a very similar
way to the IFF proof procedure. Answers of the SCIFF proof procedure, called
expectation answers, are composed of an answer substitution and a set of abduced
expectations. First, an answer substitution σ′ is computed such that (i) σ′ replaces
all variables in N that are not universally quantified by a ground term, and (ii) σ′

satisfies all the constraints in the store CSN .

Definition 9 Given a non-failure node N , let σ′ be the answer substitution extracted
from N .

Let σ = σ′|vars(G) be the restriction of σ′ to the variables occurring in the ini-
tial goal G. Let EXPN = (FULFN ∪ PEXPN )σ′. The pair (EXPN , σ) is the
expectation answer obtained from the node N .

+ def simbolo ⊢

2.3.2 Transitions

SCIFF transitions are based on those of the IFF proof procedure, augmented with
those of CLP [Jaffar and Maher, 1994], and with specific transitions accommodating
the concepts of fulfillment, dynamically growing history and consistency of the set
of expectations with respect to the given definitions (Definitions 2, 3, and 4).

The SCIFF proof procedure starts with a formula (that replaces the concept of
resolvent in logic programming) built as a conjunction of the initial query and the
ICs. Then it repeatedly applies one of the following inference rules:

unfolding replaces resolution: given a node with a definite atom, it replaces it with
one of its definitions;

propagation propagates icS : given a node containing A∧B → C and an atom A′

that unifies with A, it replaces the implication with (A = A′) ∧ B → C;

splitting distributes conjunctions and disjunctions, making the final formula in a
sum-of-products form;

case analysis if the body of an icS contains A = A′, case analysis nondeterminis-
tically tries A = A′ or A 6= A′,

factoring tries to reuse a previously made hypothesis;

rewrite rules for equality use the inferences in the Clark Equality Theory (CET );

logical simplifications try to simplify a formula through equivalences like [A ∧
false] ↔ false, [true → A] ↔ A, etc;
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CLP-like transitions contain the CLP transitions [Jaffar and Maher, 1994] of
Constrain (moves a constraint from R to the constraint store CS), Infer (infers
new constraints given the current state of CS) and Consistent (checks if the
constraint store is satisfiable);

happening inserts a new event to maintain the history HAP and deals with non-
happening of events;

consistency, fulfillment and violation rule out nodes that are either inconsis-
tent with respect to the declarative semantics or contain violations.

Due to lack of space, we do not give more detail on the SCIFF transitions, but
the interested reader can refer to [Alberti et al., 2003b] for an exhaustive description
of them.

2.4 Properties of the SCIFF proof-procedure

The SCIFF has been proven sound with respect to the declarative semantics:1

Theorem 1 (Soundness). Given a society instance S
HAP

f , if

S
HAP

i ⊢HAP
f

EXP G

with expectation answer (EXP ∪ FULF, σ), then

S
HAP

f |=EXPσ Gσ

A result of termination has also been proved, when the knowledge of the society
is Acyclic. The notion of acyclicity for an abductive logic program was stated by
Xanthakos [Xanthakos, 2003], and is basically the extension of the notion of acyclic
logic program used for the proof of termination of SLD resolution extended for
integrity constraints.

Theorem 2 (Termination of SCIFF) Let G be a goal and S a society, such
that SOKB, ICS and G are acyclic with respect to some level mapping, and G
and all implications in ICS bounded w.r.t. the level-mapping. Then, every SCIFF
derivation for G for each instance of S is finite.

Proof. Trivial extension of the proof of termination of the IFF proof-procedure
[Xanthakos, 2003]. 2

1The proof of soundness is contained in an annex of Deliverable D12 of the SOCS project
[SOCS-web, ]. It can be downloaded from the URL: http://lia.deis.unibo.it/research/SOCS/
6401-b1-FullProofMain.pdf
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3 Automatic verification of interaction protocols using

g−SCIFF

Intuitively, a protocol property is any formula that holds true for all the histories
admitted by the protocol. Thus, given a property P of a history, we are interested in
proving (or disproving) that the property holds for the protocol, without restricting
its scope to only some specific history.

Proving a protocol property P amounts to proving that in all histories compliant
to the protocol, the property holds, that is

∀HAPSOKB ∪ HAP ∪ EXP |= ICS

EXP is fulfilled, ¬, E-consistent

}

⇒ SOKB ∪ HAP ∪ EXP |= P

One way to generate such a proof is to generate, and test, each compliant history.
An alternative method, also adopted by model-checking, is to negate the property
and try to generate one compliant history that entails the property ¬P: if such
a history does not exist, then P holds in each compliant history; otherwise, the
generated history is a counterexample proving an instance in which the property P
does not hold, that can be useful for debugging and improving the protocol.

The task of automatically proving a property, amounts then to stating it in the
syntax of a goal of the SCIFF proof-procedure, and extending the proof-procedure
to generate compliant histories. To this purpose, we define in the next section the
g−SCIFF proof-procedure as an extension of SCIFF.

Notice also that generating a compliant history is also useful, when defining
the society, even if no goal is given. In such a case, we can test if the society is
well-defined, i.e., if there exists at least one history that satisfies the protocol.

3.1 The g−SCIFF proof-procedure

Most protocols, even very simple ones, can have an infinite number of compliant
histories. One can restrict himself to only finite universe situations, where the
number of involved agents is finite and known a-priori, the set of possible utterances
is fixed, and the language is function-free. In such cases, the number of compliant
histories is finite, although they can be many of them, and one can think to generate
all the compliant histories, possibly pruning the search space by means of some
efficient technique.

We decided to adopt a different viewpoint: atoms in the history will contain
variables, that can possibly concisely express a number of different instantiations.
Thus, the atoms generated by g−SCIFF will have the same syntax as the happened
events of the (non-generative) SCIFF proof-procedure, but will not be required to
be ground. Variables in H atoms will be considered existentially quantified, as we
search for at least one compliant history violating the property.
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Since H literals will be generated, we need more flexibility than in the original
SCIFF. In the abductive framework we adopted, it is quite natural to map them
onto abducible literals. In fact, from a declarative viewpoint, such a choice is rather
harmless, as in all the formulas that define the declarative semantics, (in particular,
Def. 2 and 7), the history (HAP) occurs on the left hand side of the entailment
symbol, just like the sets of the abducible atoms (EXP).

In the operational semantics, the transition Happening (which inserts a new event
in the current history, see Sec. 2.3.2) is no longer needed (as this is not on-the-fly
verification), and it is replaced by the following transition.

Fulfiller. Given a node Nk in which

• PEXPk = PEXP′ ∪ {E(E, T )}

and transitions of fulfillment are not applicable, transition Fulfiller is applicable and
generates a node Nk+1 identical to Nk except:

• PEXPk+1 = PEXP′

• FULFk+1 = FULFk ∪ {E(E, T )}

• HAPk+1 = HAPk ∪ {H(E, T )}

i.e., a new event is inserted in the history fulfilling the expectation.

We will use the symbol
g

⊢ to indicate a derivation in the generative version of
the SCIFF proof-procedure. The generative version, as the on-the-fly one, takes as
input an initial history HAPi (that will be typically empty) and provides a possibly
extended history HAPf :

S
HAP

i

g

⊢
HAP

f

EXP G

Note that we would have obtained a semantically equivalent result by imposing
the integrity constraint

E(X, T ) → H(X, T ) (6)

In fact, the derivation tree for a single abduced atom E(p(A)), would have been the
following:

E(p(A))

(Propagation & Logical Equivalence)
E(p(A)), H(p(A))

(Fulfillment)

©
©

©©

H
H

HH

A = A,
E(p(A)) fulfilled

A 6= A

fail
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Despite their semantical equivalence, transition Fulfiller is more efficient, as it
avoids generating the right failure branch.

3.2 Formal results

The formal properties of g−SCIFF are a consequence of those of SCIFF.

Theorem 3 (Soundness of g−SCIFF). Given a society instance S
HAP

f , if

S
HAP

i

g

⊢
HAP

f

EXP G

with expectation answer (EXP, σ), then

S
HAP

f |=EXPσ Gσ

Proof. As previously noted, transition Fulfiller retains the same behaviour of a
sequence of SCIFF transitions, so the g−SCIFF is sound with respect to a society
with added the icS (6). Adding the icS (6) does not change the declarative semantics
of a society, since it is already included in Definition 5. 2

Concerning termination, g−SCIFF guarantees termination if the society together
with the icS (6) is acyclic. However, it turns out that some of the protocols that can
be expressed through an acyclic society knowledge may become cyclic when adding
rule (6), and consequently the proof of termination is no longer valid. In such a case,
we can rely on the idea of iterative deepening, as many other approaches do (one
of them is bounded model checking). For instance, in the context of verification of
a security protocol against possible attacks, if we implement iterative deepening we
search for attacks of increasing length. We first focus only on attacks of length 1,
and if none exists, we look for attacks of length 2, and so on. This method is, of
course, unable to prove that a protocol is secure, but it can prove that no attack
exists up to any given length n (provided that we have enough time). However, other
protocols will retain the acyclicity even with respect to the society knowledge base
of (6), so in such cases we have a greater expressive power than bounded methods.

4 Case studies

In previous work [Alberti et al., 2004a; Alberti et al., 2004c], we have shown the
application of SCIFF to the on-the-fly verification of compliance.

In this section, we exemplify the use of g−SCIFF for the static verification of
properties, focusing on two well known interaction protocols: the NetBill transaction
protocol and the Needham-Schroeder security protocol.
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4.1 Verifying the NetBill protocol

NetBill (see [Cox et al., 1995]) is a security and transaction protocol optimized for the
selling and delivery of low-priced information goods, like software or journal articles.
The protocol rules transactions between two agents: merchant and customer. A
NetBill server is used to deal with financial issues such as those related to credit
card accounts of customer and merchant.

In this paper, we focus on the type of the NetBill protocol designed for non zero-
priced goods, and do not consider the variants that deal with zero-priced goods.

A typical protocol run is composed of three phases:

1. price negotiation. The customer requests a quote for a good iden-
tified by PrId (priceRequest(PrId)), and the merchant replies with
(priceQuote(PrId,Quote)).

2. good delivery. The customer requests the good (goodRequest(PrId,Quote))
and the merchant delivers it in an encrypted format
(deliver(crypt(PrId,Key),Quote)).

3. payment. The customer issues an Electronic Payment Order
(EPO) to the merchant, for the amount agreed for the good
(payment(epo(C,crypt(PrId,K),Quote))); the merchant appends the
decryption key for the good to the EPO, signs the pair and forwards it
to the NetBill server (endorsedEPO(epo(C,crypt(PrId,K),Quote),M));
the NetBill server deals with the actual money transfer and returns the
result to the merchant (signedResult(C,PrID,Price,K)), who will, in her
turn, send a receipt for the good and the decryption key to the customer
(receipt(PrId,Price,K)).

The customer can withdraw from the transaction until she has issued the EPO
message; the merchant until she has issued the endorsedEPO message.

NetBill protocol specification based on icS. The NetBill protocol is imple-
mented in the SCIFF framework by means of icS . Conceptually, icS are of two
types:

• backward integrity constraints (Fig. 1), i.e., integrity constraints that state
that if some set of event happens, then some other set of event is expected to
have happened before.

For instance, the first backward integrity constraints imposes that, if M has
sent a priceQuote message to C, stating that M’s quote for the good identified
by PrId is Quote, in the interaction identified by Id, then C is expected to have
sent to M a priceRequest message for the same good, in the same interaction,
at an earlier time;
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H(tell(M,C,priceQuote(PrId,Quote),Id),T)

--->

E(tell(C,M,priceRequest(PrId),Id),T2) /\ T2 < T.

H(tell(C,M,goodRequest(PrId,Quote),Id),T)

--->

E(tell(M,C,priceQuote(PrId,Quote),Id),Tpri) /\ Tpri < T.

H(tell(M,C,goodDelivery(crypt(PrId,K),Quote),Id),T)

--->

E(tell(C,M,goodRequest(PrId,Quote),Id),Treq) /\ Treq < T.

H(tell(C,M,payment(C,crypt(PrId,K),Quote),Id),T)

--->

E(tell(M,C,goodDelivery(crypt(PrId,K),Quote),Id),Tdel) /\ Tdel <

T.

H(tell(netbill,M,signedResult(C,PrId,Quote,K),Id),Tsign)

/\ M != netbill

--->

E(tell(M,netbill,endorsedEPO(epo(C,PrId,Quote),K,M),Id),T) /\ T

< Tsign.

H(tell(M,C,receipt(PrId,Quote,K),Id),Ts)

--->

E(tell(netbill,M,signedResult(C,PrId,Quote,K),Id),Tsign) /\

Tsign < Ts.

Figure 1. NetBill protocol: backward integrity constraints

• forward integrity constraints (Fig. 2), i.e., constraints that state that if some
conjunction of event has happened, then some other set of event is expected
to happen in the future.

For instance, the first forward integrity constraint in Fig. 2 imposes that an
endorsedEPO message from M to the netbill server be followed by a signedResult
message, with the corresponding parameters.

We only impose forward constraints from the endorsedEPO message onwards,
because both parties (merchant and customer) can withdraw from the trans-
action at the previous steps.
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H(tell(M,netbill,endorsedEPO(epo(C,PrId,Quote),K,M),Id),T)

--->

E(tell(netbill,M,signedResult(C,PrId,Quote,K),Id),Tsign) /\ T <

Tsign.

H(tell(netbill,M,signedResult(C,PrId,Quote,K),Id),Tsign)

--->

E(tell(M,C,receipt(PrId,Quote,K),Id),Ts) /\ Tsign < Ts.

Figure 2. NetBill protocol: forward integrity constraints

4.1.1 Verification of NetBill properties

In this section, we show how a simple property of the NetBill protocol can be ex-
pressed, and verified, with SCIFF.

We want to verify the following property: the merchant receives the payment for
a good G if and only if the customer receives the good G, as long as the protocol is
respected.

Since the SCIFF deals with (communicative) events and not with the states of
the agents, we need to express the properties in terms of happened events. To this
purpose, we can assume that merchant has received the payment once the NetBill
server has issued the signedResult message, and that the the customer has received
the good if she has received the encrypted good (with a deliver message) and the
encryption key (with a receipt message).

Thus, the property we want to verify can be espressed as

H(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign)

⇐⇒ H(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T )

∧H(tell(M, C, receipt(PrId, Quote, K), Id), T s)

(7)

whose negation is

(¬H(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign)

∧H(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T )

∧H(tell(M, C, receipt(PrId, Quote, K), Id), T s))

∨

(H(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign)

∧¬H(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T )

∨

(H(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign)

∧¬H(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T ))

(8)
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In other words, an history that entails Eq. (8) is a counterexample of the property
that we want to prove. In order to search for such a history, we define the SCIFF
goal as follows:

g ←EN(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign),

E(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T ),

E(tell(M, C, receipt(PrId, Quote, K), Id), T s)).

g ←E(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign),

EN(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T ).

g ←E(tell(netbill, M, signedResult(C, PrId, Quote, K), Id), T sign),

EN(tell(M, C, goodDelivery(crypt(PrId, K), Quote), Id), T ))

(9)

and run SCIFF, with the fulfiller, and the integrity constraints that define the
NetBill protocol.

The result of the call is a failure. This suggests that there is no history that
entails the negation of the property while respecting the protocol, i.e., the property
is likely to hold if the protocol is respected. However, yet no guarantee can be given
unless g−SCIFF is proven complete.

If we remove the second forward integrity constraints (which imposes that a
signedResult message be followed by a receipt message), then the following his-
tory is generated:

h(tell(_E,_F,priceRequest(_D),_C),_M),

h(tell(_F,_E,priceQuote(_D,_B),_C),_L),

h(tell(_E,_F,goodRequest(_D,_B),_C),_K),

h(tell(_F,_E,goodDelivery(crypt(_D,_A),_B),_C),_J),

h(tell(_E,_F,payment(_E,crypt(_D,_A),_B),_C),_I),

h(tell(_F,netbill,endorsedEPO(epo(_E,_D,_B),_A,_F),_C),_H),

h(tell(netbill,_F,signedResult(_E,_D,_B,_A),_C),_G),

_I<_H, _H<_G,

_L>_M, _K>_L, _I>_J, _J>_K,

The receipt event is missing, which would violate the integrity constraint that
has been removed.

In this way, a protocol designer can make sure that an integrity constraint is not
redundant with respect to a desired property of the protocol.

4.2 Verifying the Needham-Schroeder Protocol

The Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol [Needham and Schroeder, 1978]

consists of seven steps, but – as other authors have previously done – we focus on a
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(1) A → B : {NA, A}pub key(B)

(2) B → A : {NA, NB}pub key(A)

(3) A → B : {NB}pub key(B)

Figure 3. The Needham-Schroeder protocol (simplified version)

simplified version consisting of only three steps, which are the kernel of the protocol.
The aim of the protocol is to establish a connection between two agents, A and B, in
which the agent A who initiates the protocol is authenticated with B who responds to
A. In support of the authentication procedure, agents rely on the well-known public
key encryption technology. Thanks to such a technology, an agent is able to generate
two keys, a public key which is made available to the other agents, and a private
key which must remain undisclosed. A sequence of bytes encrypted using the public
key can be decrypted only by using the corresponding private key. The idea of the
protocol is to challenge the fellow agents in a communication session (conversation),
to make sure that he is actually the holder of the private key associated with his
public key.

During the authentication phase, agents can generate some special items of data
called nonces. Therefore, during the conversation, if agent A sends a nonce NA

generated by himself to B, and if A sends NA encrypted with the public key of B,
only B will be able to decrypt NA and send it back to A. A will then know that the
agent to whom he sent NA is actually the holder of B’s private key.

The three messages of the protocol that we consider in this paper are those listed
in Figure 3.

Basically, with the simplified version, we assume that all the agents know the
public key of the other agents.

By message (1) A challenges B to decrypt his nonce NA encrypted using B’s
public key. By message (2) B responds to A’s challenge, by attaching to NA a new
nonce NB, which he generated himself, and encrypting the whole set of two nonces
using A’s public key, thus challenging A to decrypt NB and prove to be the holder
of A’s private key. By message (3) A responds to B’s challenge.

Formalizing agent’s authentication In the idea of the Needham-Schroeder pro-
tocol, an agent trusts the identity of the agent with whom he is communicating by
associating his name with his public key and receiving back a nonce that he forged,
encrypted in his own public key. If we had to define the idea of an agent B ‘trusting’
that he is communicating with A, we could do it by using a combination of messages
in which an agents responds to a challenge posed by another agent and successfully
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decrypts a nonce.

Definition 10 We say that B trusts that the agent X he is communicating with is
A,2 and we write trustB(X, A) once two messages have been exchanged at times T1

and T2, T1 < T2, having the following sender, recipient, and content:

(T1) B → X : {NB, . . . }pub key(A)

(T2) X → B : {NB, . . . }pub key(B)

where NB is a nonce generated by B.

Note that B is unable to judge whether NA is a nonce actually generated by X
or not, therefore no condition is posed on the origin of such nonce.

Symmetrically, we can consider, from A’s viewpoint, messages (1) and (2) as
those that prove the identity of B. We therefore implement Def. 10 in Def. 11,
where messages are expressed using the notation of the SCIFF, namely as events
which are part of some “history” HAP. The content of messages will be composed
of three parts, the first showing the public key used to encrypt it, the second and
third containing agent names or nonces or nothing (in particular, the last part may
be empty).

Definition 11 Let A, B and X be agents, KA and KB respectively A’s and B’s
public key, NB a nonce produced by B, and let HAP1 and HAP2 be two sets of
events each composed of two elements, namely:
HAP1 = {
H(send(B, X, content(key(KA), agent(B), nonce(NB))), T1),
H(send(X, B, content(key(KB), nonce(NB), nonce(...))), T2)

}, and
HAP2 = {
H(send(B, X, content(key(KA), nonce(...), nonce(NB))), T1),
H(send(X, B, content(key(KB), nonce(NB), empty(0))), T2)

}.
Then, trustB(X, A) holds if and only if HAP1 ⊆ HAP or HAP2 ⊆ HAP.

Lowe’s attack on the protocol It turns out that (at least) one situation may
occur in which B trusts that he is proving his own identity to another agent A, by
following this protocol, but in fact a third agent I (standing for intruder) manages
to successfully pretend that he is A and authenticate himself as A with B. This
attack was suggested by Lowe [Lowe, 1996], and it consists of the messages listed in
Figure 4.

2We restrict ourselves to only one communication session, all the definitions will therefore have
as a scope the session.
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(1) A → I : {NA, A}pub key(I)

(2) I(A) → B : {NA, A}pub key(B)

(3) B → I(A) : {NA, NB}pub key(A)

(4) I → A : {NA, NB}pub key(A)

(5) A → I : {NB}pub key(I)

(6) I(A) → B : {NB}pub key(B)

Figure 4. Lowe’s attack on the Needham-Schroeder protocol

It is a nesting of the Needham-Schroeder protocol, in which A happens to start
a conversation with I, thus transmitting him his nonce NA. Instead of answering
to the challenge with a new nonce NI , I exploits the information contained in A’s
request for authentication (namely, its nonce) to handcraft a message to send to B.
Such a message (2) will be encrypted using B’s public key, and will contain A’s name
along with A’s nonce NA. I therefore sends this message pretending that he is A
(we use the notation I(A) for this purpose). I will reply to the challenge contained
in message (2) by generating a nonce NB and encrypting NA and NB together using
A’s public key. Since I is unable to decrypt a message encrypt with another agent’s
public key, I simply forwards B’s message to A. This is understood by A as the
continuation of the protocol initiated with message (1). In this way, I manages to
receive back from A the nonce NB encrypted using his own public key (message 5),
and to respond to B with message (6).

Messages (1), (4) and (5) represent a conversation between A and I, while (2),
(3), and (6) represent a conversation between I(A) and B; both conversations hap-
pen to be compliant to the protocol. But, as we have seen, a combination of two
compliant conversations generates a situation in which an agent authenticates him-
self with an identity which is not his own.

It is important to stress that in the attack proposed by Lowe it is never the case
that an intruder manages to guess a nonce or a private key. In particular, initially
only agent A knows the content of its own nonce NA and only B knows the content
of its own nonce NB, and an agent knows the content of a nonce if either he initially
knows it or if it is sent to him encrypted in his own public key.

However, we consider the protocol under the assumption that the communication
channel is insecure:

1. when an agent sends a message to another agent, the sender has no way to
know if the message has been received or not;
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2. when an agent receives a message, there is no way to be sure about the sender,
unless this information is somehow coded into the payload;

3. the content of a message could be compromised someway.

From the perspective of messages that can be produced and sent by agents, we
can express these assumptions by way of icS . In particular, we can say that an agent
X can send to another agent Y a message containing a nonce NX which he does not
initially know only if one of the following two cases hold: either (i) X received NX

from another agent, encrypted in X’s own public key, or (ii) X received a message
containing NX and encrypted with a public key KY , in which case X can forward
exactly the same message, without operating any modification on it.

Such integrity constraints about the impossibility to guess a nonce are shown in
Fig. 5. In order to maintain relevant information about the ownership of public keys
and nonces, we define a number of predicates in the Social Organization Knowledge
Base, ash shown in Fig. 6.

Let us now proceed to the presentation of results about verification of the
Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol. We will focus our attention on one
specific property: that is, given two agents B and X, and a sequence of messages
which comply to the protocol, it is never the case that B trusts that the agent X
he is communicating with is A (trustB(X, A)) while X is not A but instead some
other agent I(A).

Needham-Schroeder protocol specification based on icS We start by spec-
ifying the Needham-Schroeder protocol. The relevant icS are shown in Fig. 7. The
first icS of Fig. 7 expresses that if a message is sent from X to B, containing the
name of some agent A and some nonce NA, encrypted together with some public
key KB:

H(send(X, B, content(key(KB), agent(A), nonce(NA))), T1) ∈ HAP,

then a message is expected to be sent at a later time (and by some deadline TMax)
from B to X , containing the original nonce NA and a new nonce NB, encrypted
with the public key of A:

E(send(B, X, content(key(KA), nonce(NA), nonce(NB))), T2)

is therefore generated and put into EXP.
The second icS of Fig. 7 expresses that if a message of the protocol is sent from X

to B, containing the name of some agent A and some nonce NA, encrypted together
with some public key KB:

H(send(X, B, content(key(KB), agent(A), nonce(NA))), T1) ∈ HAP,
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H( send( X, Y, content( key( KY), agent( W), nonce( NX))), T1)

/\ X!=Y /\ notIsNonce( X, NX)

--->

E( send( V, X, content( key( KX), agent( V), nonce( NX))), T0)

/\ isAgent( V) /\ X!=V /\ isPublicKey( X, KX) /\ isNonce( V, NX)

/\ T0 < T1 /\ T0 > 0

\/

...

H( send( X, Y, content( key( KY), nonce( NX), nonce( NY))), T1)

/\ X!=Y /\ notIsNonce( X, NX)

--->

E( send( Z, X, content( key( KX), agent( V), nonce( NX))), T0)

/\ isAgent( V) /\ isAgent( Z) /\ X!=V /\ Z!=X /\ isPublicKey( X, KX)

/\ T0 < T1 /\ T0 > 0

\/

...

H( send( X, Y, content( key( KY), nonce( NX), empty( 0))), T1)

/\ X!=Y /\ notIsNonce( X, NX)

--->

E( send( Y, X, content( key( KX), nonce( NW), nonce( NX))), T0)

/\ isPublicKey( X, KX) /\ isNonce( NW) /\ NW!=NX

/\ T0 < T1 /\ T0 > 0

\/

E( send( Z, X, content( key( KX), nonce( NX), empty( 0))), T0)

/\ isPublicKey( X, KX) /\ isAgent( Z) /\ X!=Z /\ Y!=Z

/\ T0 < T1 /\ T0 > 0

\/

...

Figure 5. Social Integrity Constraints expressing that an agent cannot guess the
content of a nonce
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isPublicKey( PK) :-

isPublicKey( _, PK).

isPublicKey( i, ki).

isPublicKey( b, kb).

isPublicKey( a, ka).

isMaxTime( 7).

isAgent( i).

isAgent( a).

isAgent( b).

isNonce( N) :-

isNonce( _, N).

isNonce( A, N) :-

checkIfNonce( A, N).

notIsNonce( A, NB) :-

\+( checkIfNonce( A, NB)).

checkIfNonce( b, nb).

checkIfNonce( a, na).

Figure 6. SOKB

H( send( X, B, content( key( KB), agent( A), nonce( NA))), T1)

--->

E( send( B, X, content( key( KA), nonce( NA), nonce( NB))), T2)

/\ isPublicKey( A, KA) /\ isNonce( NB) /\ NA!=NB

/\ isMaxTime( TMax) /\ T2 > T1 /\ T2 < TMax.

H( send( X, B, content( key( KB), agent( A), nonce( NA))), T1)

/\ H( send( B, X, content( key( KA), nonce( NA), nonce( NB))), T2)

/\ T2 > T1

--->

E( send( X, B, content( key( KB), nonce( NB), empty( 0))), T3)

/\ isMaxTime( TMax) /\ T3 > T2 /\ T3 < TMax.

Figure 7. Social Integrity Constraints defining the Needham-Schroeder protocol

and a message is sent at a later time from B to X, containing the original nonce NA

and a new nonce NB, encrypted with the public key of A:

H(send(B, X, content(key(KA), nonce(NA), nonce(NB))), T2) ∈ HAP,

then a third message is expected to be sent from X to B, containing NB, and
encrypted with the public key of B:

E(send(X, B, content(key(KB), nonce(NB), empty(0))), T3)

is therefore generated and put into EXP.

Generation of compliant histories A first result that we obtain by running
the g−SCIFF is that, given as a social goal the expectation about some event, the
proof-procedure is able to generate a compliant history which includes such event.
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For instance, given the goal g1 representing the start of a protocol run between
a and i:

g1 ← E(send(a, i, content(key(ki), agent(a), nonce(na))), 1),

and given a deadline of 6 “time units” to the completion of the protocol, the
execution of the proof returns the following compliant history:
HAPg1 = {
H(send(a, i, content(key(ki), agent(a), nonce(na))), 1),
H(send(i, a, content(key(ka), nonce(na), nonce(nb))), TA), TA ∈ [2..5],
H(send(a, i, content(key(ki), nonce(nb), empty(0))), TB), TB ∈ [3..6], TB > TA

},
while given the goal g2, representing the last step of a protocol run between i and b:

g2 ← E(send(i, b, content(key(kb), nonce(nb), empty(0))), 6),

and again a range of 6 “time units” to the completion of the protocol (from time
1 to time 6), it is possible to obtain a compliant history such as the following:
HAPg2 = {
H(send(a, i, content(key(ki), agent(a), nonce(na))), TC), TC ∈ [1..3],
H(send(i, a, content(key(ka), nonce(na), nonce(nb))), TD), TD ∈ [2..5], TD > TC

H(send(a, i, content(key(ki), nonce(nb), empty(0))), TE), TE ∈ [3..6], TE > TD

H(send(i, b, content(key(kb), agent(i), nonce(na))), TB), TB ∈ [2..4], TB > TC

H(send(b, i, content(key(ki), nonce(na), nonce(nb))), TA), TA ∈ [3..5], TA > TB

H(send(i, b, content(key(kb), nonce(nb), empty(0))), 6)
}.

It is worthwhile noticing that HAPg2 contains two possibly interleaved commu-
nication sessions (one between a and i and another between i and a) which do not
represent an attack to the protocol. In fact, it is not the case that trustX(Y, W )
and ¬trustW (Y, X), for all X, Y and W . What happens is, i uses to communicate
with b the content of the nonce na obtained from a (but does not pretend to be
himself a). This is in fact perfectly allowed by the protocol and does not contradict
the assumptions on the generation of nonces specified by the constraints of Fig. 5.

Generation of Lowe’s attack A second important result, which shows how
the g−SCIFF can effectively be used for protocol verification, is the generation
of Lowe’s attack. The property that we want to disprove is Ptrust defined as
trustB(X, A) → X = A, i.e., if B trusts that he is communicating with A, then
he is indeed communicating with A. We obtain a problem which is symmetric in
the variables A, B, and X. In order to check if we have a solution we can ground
Ptrust and define its negation ¬Ptrust as a goal, g3, where we choose to assign to A,
B, and X the values a, b and i:
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g3 ← isNonce(NA), NA 6= nb,
E(send(b, i, content(key(ka), nonce(NA), nonce(nb))), 3),
E(send(i, b, content(key(kb), nonce(nb), empty(0))), 6).

Besides defining g3 for three specific agents, we also assign definite time points (3
and 6) in order to improve the efficiency of the proof.

Running the g−SCIFF on g3 results in a compliant history:
HAPg3 = {

h(send(a, i, content(key(ki), agent(a), nonce(na))), 1),
h(send(i, b, content(key(kb), agent(a), nonce(na))), 2),
h(send(b, i, content(key(ka), nonce(na), nonce(nb))), 3),
h(send(i, a, content(key(ka), nonce(na), nonce(nb))), 4),
h(send(a, i, content(key(ki), nonce(nb), empty(0))), 5),
h(send(i, b, content(key(kb), nonce(nb), empty(0))), 6)

},
which is indeed Lowe’s attack on the protocol. HAPgL represents a counterexample
of the property Ptrust.

5 Related Work

In recent years the provability of properties for communication protocols has received
a lot of attention; this holds even more for security protocols, since they are used
for exchanging sensitive information or for electronic payments. Various techniques
have been adopted to the task of automatic verification of properties, and many,
in particular, have been applied to the case study of the Needham-Shroeder, or its
evolution proposed by Lowe.

One way to prove/disprove the security of the protocols is the cryptographic ap-
proach, whose security definitions are based on complexity theory. Such an approach
have been used for proofs by hand [Goldwasser et al., 1989] or, more recently, au-
tomatically [Backes and Pfitzmann, 2003]. Theorem provers, such as Isabelle/HOL
[Nipkow et al., 2002] have also been applied to such a task, also together with tools
for graphically representing and defining the protocols [von Oheimb and Lotz, 2002].
Another viewpoint is to embody a possible intruder and plan for an attack [Aiello
and Massacci, 2002]: if a planner succeeds in developing such a plan, then the
protocol is, clearly, flawed.

Dixon et al. [2004a], specify security protocols in KL(n), a language for represent-
ing the Temporal Logic of Knowledge. KL(n) contains both a linear-time temporal
logic and a modal connective for representing what the various agents know. They
use clausal resolution to automatically prove properties of security protocols. As an
example, they give the specifications of the Needham-Schroeder protocol in KL(n),
then they show how to apply clausal resolution for proving formal properties. In a
technical report [Dixon et al., 2004b], they define a proof system based on resolution
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rules in a sequent style notation, and a temporal resolution algorithm, then applied
to the mentioned protocol. They then show the derivation of some properties of
the protocol, for example, that an intruder does not know the sensitive information
exchanged by other agents following the protocol. Finally, they show Lowe’s attack
on the protocol, and state that, if they do not assume that an agent A can send a
message to an agent B only encrypted with B’s public key, the previous properties
(on the intruder’s ignorance) cannot be proven. Raimondi and Lomuscio [Raimondi
and Lomuscio, 2004] also use a temporal logic enriched with epistemic connectives
for representing the agents’ knowledge, but exploit efficient data structures (namely,
Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams) to improve the efficiency. The g−SCIFF pre-
sented in this article, borrowing the idea from model-checking, is able not only to
prove properties expressed in the SCIFF language, but can also provide a coun-
terexample. In our example, g−SCIFF was both able to automatically prove that
the Needham-Shroeder protocol is flawed, and to generate the Lowe’s attack.

Armando et al [Armando et al., 2004] compile a security program into a logic
programming program with choice lp-rules with answer set semantics. They search
for attacks of length k, for increasing values of k, and they are able to derive the
flaws of various flawed security protocols in a library. They model explicitly the
capabilities of the intruder, while we take the opposite viewpoint: we explicitly
state what the intruder cannot do (like decrypting a message without having the
key, or guessing the key or the nonces of an agent), without explicitly limiting the
abilities of the intruder.

Among other approaches to security protocols verification we cite those devel-
oped using hereditary Harrop formulas [Delzanno, 2001], process-algebraic languages
[Pang, 2002], model-checking with pre-configuration [Kim et al., 2004], proof-theory
[Delzanno and Etalle, 2001].

6 Conclusion

In this article, we approached agent interaction verification from the perspective of
an open environment, where agents interact with each other by message exchange.
Building on previous work, we showed and integrated two aspects of agent interaction
verification: agent compliance to protocols, and verification of protocol properties,
based on a unified formalism (icS) to specify agent interaction. For this purpose, we
defined the g−SCIFF proof-procedure, which is an enhanced version of the SCIFF
proof-procedure in the direction of automatic generation of compliant sequences
of events. We studied the properties of the g−SCIFF in terms of correctness and
guaranteed termination, and we discussed two case studies to show how the outcomes
of the g−SCIFF can be used to prove that some protocol is “well-defined” or as a
counterexample to disprove some desired protocol property.

The main contribution of this work has to be found (i) in the definition of the
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g−SCIFF, which represents per se an alternative to other existing technologies for
protocol verification, and (ii) in the integration of two aspects of verification which
have so far, to the best of our knowledge, remained separate. Thanks to such
integration, it will be possible to verify the specifications of interaction protocols
at design time, and to directly use such specifications at run-time, for dynamic
verification of compliance.

The g−SCIFF has been implemented as an extension of the SCIFF, using Con-
straint Handling Rules [Frühwirth, 1998] and SICStus Prolog [SICStus, 2003]. The
experimental results discussed in this paper show the feasibility of the approach and
the expressivity and readability of the specifications needed to perform the veri-
fication. Using the declarative language of icS it is possible to define well-known
interaction protocols in only a few lines. By relying on a constraint solver, we are
able to reason about variables ranging over domains, and to express concepts such
a deadlines and ordering relationships.

Indeed, the counterpart of such an expressive framework is its computational
complexity. In the future, we intend to work on the complexity aspects of the
g−SCIFF and to improve the efficiency of its implementation, by testing different
search strategies.
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